Q44 - What types of experiences, training, or other qualifications do you feel would have helped you secure a position?

What types of experiences, training, or other qualifications do you feel would have helped you secure a position?

Sas Programming: focus more on data cleaning or entry level maybe?

I would love to edit the question for my case (not having a biostatistics or public health related job) as “what type of other qualifications during and after academic studies which would have prevented unemployment?

Answer: Mandatory internship or university offering or helping to publish an article would have prevented the situation of unemployment!

Additional programing experience

R, SQL, Python, Tableau

I'm not sure

More software experience and training.

Experience in a work position

I have applied for adjunct teaching positions, but have had zero response. I applied for GTA's while in school, but never got one. I think some classroom time would've been a great help to me.

Data base course work such as SQL

internship experience

deep learning, machine learning, statistical modeling related to finance, and database management